FMCSF bans 20 seniors from commencement

BY CHUCK VANDENBERG
PCC EDITOR

FORT MADISON - Fort Madison School district officials have suspended approximately 20 seniors after a Sunday night vandalism spree that took place inside the Fort Madison High School.

The suspension is through June 3, which would preclude the students from participating in graduation ceremonies on Saturday, June 2.

Parents of the students involved in what was described as water balloons being thrown inside the building, tp-ing inside the school building and putting Vaseline on the door knobs throughout the school, made presentations to the board.

At Monday night’s regular school board meeting, about 60 parents and students showed up for the meeting. Two parents and three students spoke to the issue.

Superintendent Erin Slater said after the meeting that she couldn’t confirm or comment on disciplinary action against any students. She also didn’t comment on whether the board would reconsider the penalties.

However students outside the meeting afterwards confirmed that 20 students have been suspended and are facing criminal vandalism charges and are currently banned from participating in graduation ceremonies.

Two seniors, McKenna Fehseke and Sierra Howardson, both gave emotional pleas for the board and superintendent to reconsider the penalty of the graduation.

“T’m hear to try to re-mediate some things that happened this morning,” said Fehseke.

Parents of the students confirm or comment that 20 students have been suspended and that 20 seniors have been banned from commencement after vandalizing the inside of the Fort Madison High School.

It was an unusual sight Monday when about 60 parents and students packed the School District office meeting room after approximately 20 seniors were banned from commencement after vandalizing the inside of the Fort Madison High School.

Two seniors, McKenna Fehseke and Sierra Howardson, both gave emotional pleas for the board and superintendent to reconsider the penalty of the graduation.

“I’m hear to try to re-mediate some things that happened this morning.”

See SCHOOL, page 2

Thurman twins get shot at state as freshman

BY CHUCK VANDENBERG
PCC EDITOR

FORT MADISON - They were born on July 30, 2003…both of them and 15 years later they’re headed to the Iowa High School boys state tennis tournament on May 25 in Waterloo.

Jason and Vasin Thurman, who just started getting serious about tennis over the past year, qualified with a wonderful run through districts knocking off the No. 2 and No. 3 seeds at Fairfield Maharishi in doubles competition Wednesday.

The two boys from Holy Trinity Catholic play in a shared program agreement with Fort Madison High School under head coach Dean Hogan and went 9-16 during a better-than-expected regular season.

At Wednesday’s district action the two were seeded 15th out of 16 doubles teams and quickly knocked off Abbott and Gavin Haner of Keokuk, the No. 2 seed, and Fairfield’s 8th seeded doubles squad of Kartik Venpate and Devan Abbott and Gavin Haner of Keokuk, the No. 2 seed, and Fairfield’s 8th seeded doubles squad of Kartik Venpate and Devan

After winning in the top half of the bracket, the next match was against Fairfield Maharishi’s 8th seeded doubles squad of Kartik Venpate and Bhavani Allinson. Jason and Vasin won the first set in a close 7-5 score then dropped the 2nd set 6-7 with a 3-7 tiebreaker, but came back to win the third tiebreaker set 6-1 to advance to the top doubles team in the district in Maharishi’s Kai Vessay and Devan Burke who ended the Thurman’s day with a 6-1, 6-0 loss.

See TWINS, page 5
Students, parents ask district to reconsider

SCHOOL - Continued from Page 1

Richard Fehseke addresses the Fort Madison School Board Monday night on a timer asking the board to reconsider a ban it implemented on 20 seniors who were caught vandalizing the inside of the Fort Madison High School Sunday night.

Photo by Chuck Vandenberg/PCC

Fehseke said.

“About 20% of the class was told we cannot attend graduation and we are suspended and we are facing criminal charges,” she said. “I’m hear to ask that decision be revoked regarding graduation. We all would do what we can, and is necessary, to fix what we’ve done. Whether that is set up or tear down graduation... anything we can do we are willing to do.”

Fehseke said of all the students have learned in their four years at the FMHS, the biggest lesson probably came Monday when they learned actions have consequences.

“Our small ideas which are meant to be fun and games have real consequences and we did not take that into consideration when we made the decision we did. I think we are all ashamed of what we’ve done so I ask you please, as a school board, please allow us to get back on the right track and allow us to walk the stage with the other 80% of our class.”

Fehseke’s father, Richard, said parents will be appealing the district’s decision to suspend the students. He asked that the board consider alternative punishments that would send the right message about consequences but at the same time allow the students to participate in graduation ceremonies.

“It’s a common practice that seniors do something as a senior class prank and echoing what McKenna has said, fun and games have consequences that impact others. I’ve talked with people investigating the incident. This involved students going into the school TP’ing, throwing water balloons, and putting Vaseline on the door handles. Concern existed that there may be some permanent damages. Fortunately as the day progressed we found out there wasn’t permanent damages,” Fehseke said.

“The decision of the school board and superintendent to suspend more than 20 seniors for the rest of their senior year and deny them participating in commencement proceedings is gonna be appealed by a lot of parents.”

He said the appeal works on procedural and result-based grounds, and the parent groups were going to ask the school board and superintendent to review the punishment in light of the circumstances for other appropriate steps that can be taken that would allow them to participate in commencement.

Senior Sierra Howardson was also emotional in her plea to be allowed to graduate.

“The reason I’m standing before you is not a reason I’m proud of. Over the weekend the senior class planned and followed a childish tradition to TP the FMHS,” she said. “While this prank appeared to be harmless, to it lead to members of our student body entering the school and vandalizing the inside of our school and for this I’m deeply sorry.”

Howardson said she was pleading on behalf of her fellow students and asked the board for leniency.

“While I will be the first to volunteer and clean up and do community service to pay for my horrible choices, I just ask that you please not take away the beautiful memories my class and I will make on graduation day,” she said.

Senior Logan Allen said he was part of the prank and understood the acts caused problems but didn’t want his mother to not have the chance to see him go across the stage.

“I was part of the senior class prank, but my mom has not seen one of her kids graduate high school and my mom doesn’t deserve to not see a child walk across the stage because of a mistake I made,” Allen said.

No decision was made nor were any comments made by the board other than board President Tim Wondra thanking those who spoke for their participation.

In other action, the board:
• heard from Brian Wright, who addressed the board about bruises that his daughter allegedly received at the hands of a school administrator for not saying good morning on the way into school. Wright produced pictures of the student’s bruised arm and directed any additional questions on the matter to Curtis Dial, a Keokuk attorney. Wright didn’t identify the administrator by name, but asked the board for the administrator’s dismissal.
• approved several policy changes. The changes are part of an ongoing process to bring district codes in line with the Iowa State Board of Education.

This news story and subsequent Letters to the Editor were read on pencitycurrent.com and social media 125,029 times and was engaged with 36,467 times.
We Remember Our Loved Ones Lost in 2018

- Stella T. Abolt
- William Edward Adams
- Elmer Dean Aldridge
- Donald G. Alexander
- Jackie Allen
- Anna Mae Allen Lowry
- Ethel Irene Ames
- Lloyd D. Apple
- Mary Esther Arpinno
- Charlene Auwaerter
- Linda Barker
- Elizabeth Jane Barry
- Paul J. "Bari"
- Bartholomew
- Rose Cornelisa Beecham
- Cartmill
- Stephen Henry Beimer
- Susan M. Beimer Nelson
- Brian Lee Bell
- Alfred Bell
- Deanna Lynn Bennett
- Betty Mae Bergfeld
- Jane Marie Bethurem
- Ryan Lee Bihn-Hattan
- Donna D. "Duck"
- Boeding
- Kenneth L. Boeding
- Laverne M. Boeding
- Derek Mathew Bonar
- Karen Kay Bonal
- Robert L. Boosa
- William Earl Boon
- John William Brockman
- Lorenza B. Broderick
- Vivian "Viv" Irene Bryant
- Bradley Joseph Buckley
- Thomas A. Buechel
- Paul LeRoy Bunnell, Sr.
- Karen Edna Burdette
- Jerry Lee Burdette, Sr.
- John Charles Burgess
- Steve Busard
- V. Darlene Byrne
- Susan Carolann Campbell
- Janeen Campbell
- Janis C. Jeter
- Randy R. Carter
- James David "Jetson"
- Carter
- Michael Lee Cassidy
- Delores J. Channess
- Yolanda Lee "Sam" Cheek
- Montray LaVeere Clark
- Janet Lee Clark'son
- Audrey J. Clingman
- Elizabeth "Betty"
- Coffman
- Karen Kay Cole
- Helen Colby Schulte
- Swiers
- Connie Conrad
- Karen E. Cooper
- Rose Evelene Corbin
- Benjamin Abbott
- Cornelius
- Leslie "Les" Norton
- Cramer
- Jose Nera Cruz
- Roy A. Cullen
- Janet Elaine Cunningham
- Oscar Edward Davids
- Dorothy Anne Dawson
- Robin L. Decker
- Jack Martin Delphi
- George D. Demetral
- Patricia Ruth Denning
- Margie Fern Dent
- Wendy Lou Denton
- Alan Dale DeWitt
- Terri Anita DeWitt-Wilson
- Jose S. "S" Diaz, Jr.
- Garry M. Dinwiddie
- Daniel "Dan" DIEVALY
- Daniel C. Dorn
- William "Bill" I. Duncan
- Karen J. Dunn
- Betty "Susie" Dunn Henson
- Alexander Alex
- Maximillian Allen Edler
- Frank M. Ellington
- George P. Ellis
- Marguerite Eileen Ellis
- Shirley Ann Erb
- Joyce E. Erickson
- Eugene "Curly" H. Faeth
- Donald D. Farrell
- Zuda Nadine Feider
- Roger Fearingerhill
- Lucile R. Feder
- Mary Rose Federer
- Marjorie Leona Feiner
- Rippenkroeger
- Charlaine Eloenne Fotsch
- Hood
- Rozella C. Freitas
- Wallace "Wally" Eugene Galbreath
- Beatrice D. "Dee Dee" Garrett
- Steven James Gates
- Charles T. Gathus
- Wanda M. Gaylord
- Gene A. Gerhardt
- Sara Louise Graff
- Doris Rosella "Rosie"
- Gray
- George W. Gray
- Marrianna Greedell
- Andreia Marie Greely
- Ronald Green
- Geraldine Groover
- Hurley B. Gregory
- Norbert Sebastian Grelk
- Augusta Griffiths
- James Michael "Mike"
- Grogan
- Joseph Robert Grossman
- Rosemarie P. Gruver
- Morningstar
- Kathleen "Kathy"
- Eldonna Gutting
- Henry A. Hanna
- Russell L. Hardin
- Rita Harmer
- Gregory Paul Hathaway
- Cheryl A. Hausch
- Geralind Faye "Gerry"
- Hawk
- Robert Dana Haegy
- Vera I. Helweg
- Randy Joe Helmsick
- Joe Glenn Henson
- Timothy Lee Henson
- Aaron Dewayne Hentzel
- Richard R. "Buck" Hill
- Mary L. Hite
- Joseph R. Hmeit
- Ernest L. Hobbs, Jr.
- Beverly Anne Hofmann
- Wilford Floyd Hodahl
- Earlaine Evelyn Hoover
- Bessie Helen Loretta Horton
- Peggy Colleen Howard
- Rhonda Sue Huff
- Marcy Marie "E" Huffman
- Shirley Hutlbey
- Kathryn "Kathy" Noreen
- Philip James Ingebritson
- Cathy Marie Jackson Buck
- Justin Jacobson
- Aileen Louise Jenkens
- Connie Kay Jobe
- John I. Jobe
- Warren Brent Jobe
- Larry C. Johnson
- Sherilyn Kay Kamp
- Julia Renee Ka
- Amy Marie Keete
- John Roland Keller
- Anthony "Tony" David Kemperk
- Helga Kent
- James Patrick Kinsey
- Thelma L. Kirklasger
- Francis P. Klemm
- Johnny Kline
- Lawrence Eugene "Larry" Knoche
- William H. Koellner
- Edward Karen Kramen
- Rosaleen E. "Rosie"
- Kramer
- Michael Joseph
- Krogmeier
- Gary A. Krueger
- Gertrude M. Kruse
- Ronald David "Ron"
- Kutzner
- William Marvin Lungren
- Louise Paul "Lou" Larsen
- Marie Frances Leake
- Daisy Louise Leggett
- Hazel Virginia LeMaster
- Julia (Julie) Light
- William (Bill) Logan
- Devin Richard Lorenz
- Wyman Earl Lorey
- Lawrence "Larry" Lowaray
- Gary S. Lowenberg
- Alexandra D. "Hando"
- Lonzo
- Paula Lozano
- Shirley E. Lozano
- Donald Joseph Lynch
- Susan Marie Marshall
- Betty Joyce Martin
- Patrick George Martin
- Aurelia "Wally" Martinez
- Jared "John" JD "Jack" Matlock
- Dennis McCann
- John E. McCollum
- Junior Harold McKinney
- Regina H. McKoon
- Nellie Ruth McCoy
- Jeffrey G. Meister
- Agnella Mary "Nellie"
- Menke
- LaVerne Ann Menke
- James Edward "Jim"
- Mecer
- Bernice E. Merschman
- Vance H. Meyertoblen
- Vincent D. Michl
- Edna Miller
- Joe James Miller
- Mae Joann Miller
- Phyllis Rosamond Miller
- James Ray Mitchell
- Larry Joseph moisturizer
- Marcella Elizabeth Moore
- Richard P Morgan
- Colleen "Collie" R. Morrison
- Daniel Bernard Mueller
- Leroy W. Muller
- Arthur John Muerhoff
- Diana Lyn Nathen
- Doris Marie Nelson
- Gary L. Nelcic
- Reginald Lee "Reggie"
- Nerhus
- Helen Neuweg
- Robert "Rob" Paul Eugene
- Gale A. Newell
- Marilyn "Darlene" Niggemeyer
- Edward Joseph Noll
- Richard William Noble, Sr.
- Virgil L. Nudel
- Sandra Louise O'Shea
- Lorraine Ellen Painter
- Cynthia M. "Cindy"
- Panther
- Quin P. Pence
- Robin Renee Peterson
- Neil L. Philip, Sr.
- Roger A. Pleskeclmann
- Dale Hollis Plowman
- Dale A. Pohlberg
- Jason Wayne Phoreh
- Darrells S. Polpiera
- Patricia A. Powelson
- Eve M. Power
- Gary A. Purnell
- Sherman K. Privka
- Evonne Ileen Preet
- McKinney
- Karleen W. Pumphrey
- Jeremy Lee Roskamp
- R USSELD S. Polpiera
- Caspar J. Rishard
- Basil "Red" Reed
- George Sheridan Riedler, Dr.
- Darlene Lucile Riebi
- Donald L. Reu
- Emma Grace Reynolds
- Verna M. Richards
- Sharyn R. Richers
- Elise M. Richey
- Richardson
- Victor E. Riddle
- Paula Jo Riddle Burks
- Joe Ringstorn
- Kenneth Edward Rink
- Marjorie Rippenkroeger
- Gary Risk
- Donald R. Robertson
- Robert "E. Bob" Roland
- Carol Rastan
- Gregory Albert Sallen
- Robert Frank Samuels
- Adela Sandoval
- Ronald R. Sanford
- Virginia M. Savage
- Mark Anthony Schiedel
- Thomas Albert "Tom"
- Schmitz
- Brian Melvin Schrader
- Phyllis Marie Schroeder
- Lukwatk
- Frances S. Schuck
- Deanna Jo Schulte
- Carmelita Rose Schutte
- Emma May Schwartz
- Joyce Sealbad
- Quinton Michael Seabold
- James L. "Jim" Seaver
- Vincent Marlow "Vince"
- Cathy Anne Seltzer
- Gary Lee Senf
- Michael David Sheets
- Roy Melvin Sheets
- Ema "Red" Shelbinger
- Delores E. Shoeat
- Douglas Eugene Shores
- James Edmund Small
- Mrs. E. Pauline Summery
- Flack
- Cynthia "Cindy" Marie Smith
- Donna L. Smith
- Kathern "Kay" Smith
- LaVerne Smith
- Mardie L. Smith
- Craig Maurice Snyder
- Mrs. Dorothy Mae Snyder
- Nina Mae Spurenberg
- Larry R. Spees
- Bernadette Anna Stambaugh
- Doris A. Stark
- Jeanne
- Michael J. Staylen
- Jake Anthony Stewart
- Leonard "Len" Stewart
- David S. Stiffer
- Floyd Earl Stortz
- Mary Jo Swallow
- Marion O. Swearingen
- Nikki Lee Tanner
- Vaughn
- Orveta D. Taylor
- Michael John Tebs
- Marjorie Kathryn Templeton
- Wendell Lee Thompson
- Shirley Thornton
- Patty Lee Thrush
- Charles "Buddy" Frank Tillman
- Bertha Mae Todd
- Harry Edwards Townsend
- Thomas Kent Traut
- Arlen Trelstad
- Helen Elizabeth Tripp
- Harold R. Turtle
- Tom Van
- Donald Joseph Vonderhaar
- Eugene Theodore "Gene"
- Vonderhaar
- Anna Mae Wagner
- Nancy Jane Wagner
- Betty Frances Walker
- Billy Dean "Bill" Walker
- Sally V. Walther
- Norma Helen Wall Case
- Matthew John Washburn
- David E. Washburn, Sr.
- Stanley Cleland Watkins
- James Joseph "Jim"
- Wilding
- Michael "Mike" B. Wellman
- Milton Edward Whitmore
- Carol Wilcox Cook
- Charles Ann Wilcox
- Grisby
- Christin Ruth Wilson
- Henry D. "Hank" Wilson
- Michael R. Wilson
- Rita Wilson
- Thomas Leon Wilson
- Helen Virginia Windsor
- Kevin Allen Wittmermer
- Rick Wink
- Polly Elizabeth Wood
- Jason Thomas Wooleyer
- DeDe "Dorrell" Perberg
- Perbert
- James Charles "Jim"
- Wyn
- Gayla S. Young

Snowy days are right around the corner

Sure, it’s hot. But the days are already getting shorter. Are you ready for the shoveling, the shivering and the social limitations of winter?… so now’s the time to plan ahead!

For more information about this hot deal please call 1-920-372-4322, or send an email to: VMatlock@Kensington-Evergreen.com.

Join our Facebook Family!

4233, or send an email to: VMatlock@Kensington-Evergreen.com.

Sure, it’s hot now. But the days are already getting shorter. Are you ready for the shoveling, the shivering and the social limitations of winter?… so now’s the time to plan ahead!

For more information about this hot deal please call 1-920-372-4322, or send an email to: VMatlock@Kensington-Evergreen.com.

Join our Facebook Family!

4233, or send an email to: VMatlock@Kensington-Evergreen.com.
Police looking into Sunday morning shooting

BY CHUCK VANDENBERG
PCC EDITOR

FORT MADISON - Fort Madison police are looking into a shooting that took place early Sunday morning in the 1700 block of Avenue D in Fort Madison.

According to Police Chief Tim Sittig, seven shell casings were found at the scene and "more than one" slug was pulled from a residence.

Sittig said police are actively pursuing suspects, but he said the case may take time to unfold as all the evidence will be sent to the state crime lab in Ankeny, coupled with the fact that no one was awake at the time of the shooting, no suspect or vehicle descriptions are available.

"This one's gonna be tough because no one was awake, not even the lady at the residence that was shot at," Sittig said. "We'll have to send all the evidence to Ankeny and when they get caught up with their back log of cases and get to ours, we'll have some information."

Sittig put out a press release Wednesday afternoon, that indicated on Sunday May 27th 2018 at approximately 4:58 am Fort Madison Police were advised of a report of possible shots fired in the area of 1700 block of Ave. E. Responding officers checked the area and did not see any vehicles leaving the area or any sign of damage or injuries.

At 7:33 am on the same day police were advised that some shell casings were located in an alley in the 1700 block of Ave. D. Officers located and recovered seven spent large caliber shells in the alley behind a residence in the 1700 block of Ave. E. Further investigation revealed that the residence had been struck multiple times.

There were no injuries at the residence but there was damage to the back of the house where the bullets struck the house. The investigation is continuing in this case anyone with information regarding this case should contact the Fort Madison Police Department at 319-372-2525.

Sittig said there appears to be no threat to the public at this time and said he didn't believe it was a random crime.

This news story was read on pencitycurrent.com and social media 12,557 times and was engaged with 4,407 times.

Thursday crash sends family to hospital

Honda SUV crossed median southbound and struck northbound overpass bridge

BY CHUCK VANDENBERG
PCC EDITOR

FORT MADISON - A two-vehicle accident on the Hwy. 61 bypass late Thursday afternoon has sent a Keokuk family to area hospitals.

According to Lee County Sheriff Stacy Weber, a family of four from Keokuk in a Honda SUV was traveling southbound on Hwy. 61 when the vehicle entered the median and crossed into the northbound lane striking a bridge barrier and going airborne before coming to rest in the northbound lane facing north. The vehicle was torn in half by the impact.

Another vehicle, a white pickup truck carrying another adult and four children, was also damaged in the accident. No injuries were reported to the occupants of the second vehicle.

Weber said two of the occupants in the Honda were being transported at about 6:30 p.m. to University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics by ambulance due to weather conditions preventing an airlift. A third occupant was sent to Iowa City at about 7:45 p.m.

The accident occurred about 4:30 p.m. with rescue crews from Lee County EMS, Montrose Fire and Rescue, and the Lee County Sheriff's Dept. and Fort Madison Police on the scene.

This news story and social media posts were read on pencitycurrent.com and social media 100,154 times and was engaged with 47,310 times.
HTC freshmen knocked off Nos. 2 and 3 at districts

**TWINS - Continued from Page 1**

When the two enter the state tournament they will be the only underclassmen who made it out of districts in doubles play. All the other competition will be from juniors and seniors.

The two have set a conservative goal for the tournament considering they knocked off the No. 2 and No. 3 seeds at districts.

Just to win a match.

“I think a good tournament for us would be getting at least one win. That would be nice. To win a match,” Vasin said. The two are clearly on the same page.

“Maybe winning a match...” Jason said. “We’ll be playing against some really good competition. So yeah...if we could win a match I think I would be happy with that.”

Hogan said it’s hard to tell how the tournament will shake out because the Thurmans have beaten good competition this year.

“It’s kind of hard to say,” Hogan said. They’ve been playing really well. They upset the number one players from Keokuk and two seniors from Fairfield that were their Nos. 1 and 2 players at both schools. They played some pretty powerful kids including the Maharishi team which is a top quality team.

They’ve got their work cut out and depends on the lack of the draw and where you’re going to be placed. Maharishi will be in the opposite bracket. They will probably be seeded No. 1, that’s my thought. The only way we would meet up with them is in the finals.”

He gave a lot of credit to the twins’ success to Sam Avery and Austin Krueger, the team’s No. 1 doubles unit and No. 1 and No. 2 singles players.

“I got to give credit to Sam and Austin,” Hogan said. “Those are the two guys that have been my go-to team members that have helped them along in becoming better players. And Jason and Vasin’s mom said they often go over to the courts at HTC to work by themselves. Sam has been with them and Austin has been with them so that’s been a good peer situation with them through the season.”

He said for freshmen, the two play a very controlled, slower pace and look for gaps on the court.

“They play their game, they don’t play an up-tempo game like a lot of the older players that have played several years. They play their pace and that throws off the opposition. Most kids like to play power with power and these fine Thurman brothers are patient, deliberate, and take time within reason. They analyze and try to focus on the game plan of playing one player at a time in doubles and not two. You select one and you play that player the best you can and wear them down.”

The two started playing tennis just going over to city courts and hitting the ball around.

“We weren’t very serious...and we weren’t very good,” Vasin said. “But then we started playing with Sam Avery for a while and he got us excited about it and then we started working with coach Hogan.”

Avery, also from HTC, was the team’s No. 1 singles player for the year and also anchored the No. 1 doubles team with Austin Krueger.

Jason said the obvious chemistry that exists between the two after growing up and playing different sports with each other their whole lives is helping the on-court performance.

“A lot of it’s our chemistry. We kind of just know where each other is on the court. But coach also put in a new formation when we’re serving. We didn’t really do it during the season because we wanted to save it for conference and districts. The guy in the net is in a different spot than he usually is and they’re having trouble reacting to it,” Jason said.

Vasin said the new formation helped a lot in the district tournament.

“It makes it harder for the people to re-turn. They don’t see that formation very often and when we bring it out they don’t know to react to it. It’s usually hit right at the poacher or the poacher will eventually get a shot at it,” he said.

The two also played singles with Jason in the No. 3 spot and Vasin in the No. 5 hole.

Through April, Jason had a game record of 123-65, with an 8-2 match record and 16-5 set record. Vasin was 8-1 in matches at No. 5 with a 16-4 set record and 116-65 in total games.

The two were 9-7 in doubles matches through April. The tournament will be held at the Byrnes Park Tennis Center in Waterloo starting at 9 a.m. on Friday, May 25.

This news story was read on pencitycurrent.com and social media 25,184 times and was engaged with 677 times.
Fire breaks out on west side

Fort Madison Fire Department firefighters work to quash a blaze that broke out in a garage at 3408 Avenue E Monday evening at about 6:20 p.m. Firefighters remained on the scene until approximately 8 p.m. The fire remains under investigation. See page 4 and www.pencitycurrent.com for more pictures.

The fire from the garage/car fire at 3408 Avenue E Monday night seems to creep over the top of a Fort Madison firefighter in the picture above. At left, Capt. Kern and another firefighter discuss strategy with the blaze. At the bottom firefighters shoot from across the street.

At top, Fort Madison Fire Department Captain Eric Kern holds up the hood of a 4-door sedan that was involved in the garage fire at 3408 Avenue E Monday evening. The fire destroyed the garage, the vehicle, and a large motor home outside the structure.
Volunteers at the Fort Madison Food Pantry sort food to be shelved for the area’s neediest families on Monday. The food was collected by postal carriers with the Fort Madison Post Office as part of a national letter carrier food collection on Saturday.

HTC junior Taylor Boeding gets a running header into the net as the Crusaders took a 3-0 lead with less than 10 minutes gone in the game. Freshman Claire Pothitakis sent the assist in Boeding’s direction and the Crusaders raced to a 10-0 win.

FMHS senior Leigh Johnson works out Tuesday under the watchful eye of throwing coach Andrew Troxel. Johnson is making her first trip to state for track and field. Johnson joins seniors Elijah Barnes, Brett Schneider, and Caleb Gehle, along with sophomore Matthew Hellige at the state track meet which begins today in Des Moines.
Area girl killed in Sunday ATV tragedy

**Morning ride along Pilot Grove Road ends in tragedy**

*BY CHUCK VANDENBERG  *  
PCC EDITOR

PILOT GROVE - An ATV accident this morning in north Lee County has claimed the life of an area girl.

West Point Fire & Rescue, Lee County Sheriff's Department, and Lee County EMS were paged to the 1400 block of Pilot Grove Road at approximately 9:07 a.m. Sunday morning to an accident involving a side-by-side all-terrain vehicle carrying three juveniles.

According to the Iowa State Patrol, the 2018 Polaris Ranger was traveling northbound on Pilot Grove Road when the incident occurred.

Lee County Sheriff Stacy Weber said the Iowa State Patrol is handling the investigation into the accident.

A spokesperson for the Iowa State Patrol confirmed the death Sunday afternoon, but said no additional information would be available until the accident scene investigation is finished.

No other injuries were listed on the accident report issued Sunday evening. The driver was listed as a juvenile.

Lee County EMS transferred the victim to Henry County Health Center in Mt. Pleasant where she was pronounced dead.

*This news story and social media posts were read on pencitycurrent.com and social media 19,971 times and was engaged with 5,985 times.*

More parents voice concerns over FMMS incidents

**More parents voice concerns over FMMS incidents**

*BY CHUCK VANDENBERG  *  
PCC EDITOR

FORT MADISON - Two more couples and a former student have come forward with allegations of abuse at the hands of a Fort Madison school official.

At Monday's regular meeting of the Fort Madison School Board, Brian Wright, Amy and Kevin Wellman, Melissa Boyd, and former student Seth Wright all spoke to the school board in the public comment period of the meeting about the alleged abuses.

As has been school board protocol, the board allowed each person three minutes to speak. Board President Tim Wondra also asked those addressing the board not use the names of any parties associated with the reported incidents due to confidentiality.

However several of the speakers brought the names out in the public meeting, including the names of the minor victim in the West Point area.

The Lee County Attorney's Office, Lee County Sheriff's Office, and the Department of Human Services assisted the West Point Police Department in the investigation.

All defendants are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

*This news story and social media posts were read on pencitycurrent.com and social media 9,239 times and was engaged with 19,971 times.*
Parents complain district not investigating incidents properly

**ALLEGATIONS - Continued from Page 8**

Seth Wright, who went to the school years ago at the former middle school, said Dirth "plucked" a safety pin from his lip that he was wearing to keep a piercing closed while he was eating.

"I was approached by the person in question and was asked to take it out and I reminded him of a meeting my parents had with him two days before and he decided to pluck it out gouging my lip and then immediately had me restrained."

Wright said to know this is still going on was ridiculous and if the district has a zero tolerance district, the issues need to be addressed and district officials aren't doing their job if nothing is being done.

Melissa Boyd has a special needs child in the district who had gotten out of control in 2012 as a sixth grader. Boyd, a former employee of the district, admitted her son had behavioral issues.

She said her son was having a melt down in class and said her son was out of instructional support control and Dirth was called down to the class that had been cleared. Dirth held her son down on the floor to restrain him and had his face held into the cement floor.

She said her son indicated he couldn't breathe and Dirth wouldn't relent. She said there was another issue the same day, where Dirth used a chair to restrain her son "as a lion tamer would."

Dirth has not been charged with assault in any of the cases and law enforcement was notified in each of the case.

District officials have declined to comment on the issue citing confidentiality laws regarding personal and personnel information.

This news story and social media posts were read 13,735 times and was engaged with 5,804 times.

Got a news tip? Call Chuck (319)371.1670

Alliant crews are on the scene of a large tree that has fallen at the corner of 18th and Avenue F disrupting power to a portion of Fort Madison’s east neighborhoods. #pencitycurrent. *This social media post was read 12,219 times and was engaged with 1,791 times.*
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Burglaries on the rise again in city

Fort Madison has had 15 break-ins in the last seven days

By Chuck Vandenberg
PCC Editor

Fort Madison - With the summer comes ramped up criminal activity and Fort Madison is experiencing that trend right now.

Fort Madison police reported 12 burglaries from Friday through Tuesday and 15 in the past seven days with most occurring in the 1100 to 1500 block of Avenues C through I.

Fort Madison Police Chief Tim Sittig said the burglaries are residential and typically overnight.

“All are residential burglaries where people are going into homes,” he said. “They seem to be clustering around the Oak Drive, 29th Place neighborhoods within about a four-block area for the most part.”

He said some of the burglaries are forced entry, but nothing that is causing a lot of damage. He also said two juveniles have been charged with using a credit card that was taken from one of the homes, but he said they haven't been able to determine if the juveniles were involved in the break-ins.

“These were overnight burglaries and I would probably say, in at least some cases, the residents were home,” Sittig said.

He advised all residents to make sure their valuable are out of sight and doors and windows and access points to all property are locked securely. He also said leaving porch lights on at night can act as a deterrent. He said residents always have the options of surveillance or dogs for protection as well.

“Criminals like to work in the dark.”

He also encouraged anyone who sees anything, even if it’s just someone walking late at night, to contact the police department.

“Even if you’re just getting up to get something to drink and you see something out the window, even if it’s just someone walking by, give us a call. They may not have done anything to you, but maybe they’ve been somewhere else. It’s very important for us in finding these people to be able to get to them as soon as possible.”

Local neighborhood watch groups Facebook threads this week were tracking burglary activity and information about break-ins and burglaries taking place when people are home.

This news story and social media posts were read on pencitycurrent.com and social media 9,948 times and was engaged with 2,064 times.

Girl Scouts lend a brush to PAW

By Chuck Vandenberg
PCC Editor

Fort Madison - Four members of a Fort Madison Girl Scout troop and some leaders partnered with Sherwin-Williams on Saturday and spruced up the front to the PAW no-kill animal shelter.

In temperatures higher than 90 degrees, leaders and girls from Troop 9406 in Fort Madison crawled all over the front of the animal shelter and put a new coat of paint on the metal front of the building.

Lisa Engeman, the store manager at Sherwin-Williams in Keokuk, said the company does a community service project every year.

“We have to do a community service project for national paint week every year,” Engeman said. “I wanted to do here. I adopted from here, my sales rep adopted from here, too. So we thought this was a good project. The shelter got new siding on three sides, but budget constraints stopped them from doing the front so we’re just trying to freshen it up and make it match what’s already there.”

Engeman said they also painted the shed in front of the facility.

Sherwin-Williams donated all the paint and brushes for the project.

Stephanie King, the troop’s leader, along with Brooke Patton, said part of the girl scouts’ activities are doing community service projects such as donating food to the local food pantry and hospitals.

“We also adopted the garden around the flagpole in Riverview park and provided the gardening work there.”

The high temperatures kept the girls from being on the project too long at one time. The girls rotated from painting to finding shade and playing with some of the dogs that were chained up outside.

“It’s pretty hot out. They’ve been helping where they can reach but they’ve also been spending time with the animals,” Engeman said.

The shelter is currently housing over 120 dogs and 90 cats.

This news story and social media posts were read on pencitycurrent.com and social media 9,132 times and was engaged with 1,035 times.
Thursday storm beats up on city

BY CHUCK VANDENBERG
PCC EDITOR

FORT MADISON - A storm that blew into the area at about 2:30 p.m. has city crews scrambling around Fort Madison cutting trees and picking up debris from heavy winds and lightning that accompanied downpours for about an hour.

Crews first responded on the east side of the town where a tree had fallen across Avenue E in the 200 block. City workers were also on the scene of a large tree that had fallen across the road in the 1500 block of Avenue E. Workers were out with bucket tractors and chain saws cutting that tree that was blocking traffic for about 45 minutes before crews got a lane open.

LeeComm dispatch operators were busy sending emergency crews throughout the county, including Denmark where a powerline had fallen in town.

Another large tree fell on a vehicle near Shopton park on Avenue O. Behind a home at the corner of 24th and E, another large tree fell to the east and took out power lines running across the property where Fort Madison firefighters stood by until Alliant Energy crews were on the way.

The Fort Madison Athletic boosters fireworks tent was damaged by the wind and sales at that location are temporarily suspended until the tent can be secured and dry product can be obtained. Efforts were underway Thursday night to have the tent up and running again by Friday.

This news story and social media posts were read on pencitycurrent.com and social media 11,208 times and was engaged with 3,298 times.
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